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www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
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danta de montaña
MOUNTAIN DANTA Tapirus pinchaque perisodactyl mammal of the family of the tapirids.  It is one of the four species of
tapir existing in America.  It stands out for being the only one that lives in the wild outside the rainforests. ? In Quechua it
is called sacha huagra

danzable
DANZABLE that you can dance

dañinera
HARMFUL in Bolivia: mischief, playreta, children's evil

dar al gato por liebre
GIVE TO THE CAT BY LIEBRE This expression does not exist, or is misused.  The correct way is to PASS CATS BY
LIEBRES .  It would be right, too, to say PASS CAT BY LIEBRE.  , GIVE CATS BY LIEBRES , or GIVE GATO BY
LIEBRE .  It means cheating, offering something and delivering something inferior in value or quality.  The hare! , like the
rabbit, are appreciated edible meats, not so that of the cat.

dar coba
DAR COBA test

dar coces contra el aguijon
GIVE COCES AGAINST THE STING SPELLING ERROR BY DAR COCES AGAINST THE STINGER

dar conferencias
GIVE CONFERENCES Make speaker in front of a large audience.

dar de topes
GIVE TOPES Give pushes of side, with arms or hips.

dar gatos por liebres
GIVE CATS BY HARES See PASSING CATS BY HARES , cheating

dar hostias
DAR HOSTIAS In Spain : Give a punch, a punch, a corporal punishment.

dar inicio
START START Start , get started

dar mente
GIVE MIND Think it well, analyze, study.



dar pereza
GIVE LAZINESS produce laziness , reluctance , boredom

dar permiso
GIVE PERMISSION to authorize or allow (something) to be done.

dar una paliza
GIVE A BEATING verbatim hit sticks, hit hard (someone).  Figuratively, decisively defeat, demonstrate great superiority
over another. 

dar una puntada sin hilo
GIVE A POINT WITHOUT HILO allege to sew wirelessly on the needle : do something without any chance of achieving
a positive result

dardo tranquilizante
SEDATIVE TRANQUILIZER DART that is administered to a dangerous animal by firing a dart with a rifle, in order to be
safely accessed and able to attend to it. 

dark
DARK anglilicism by OSCURO

darle al pico
GIVE TO PEAK 1.  Talk 2 much Chilenismo by blaming much 3.  Feed in the mouth

darle con el palo al gato
GIVE THE STICK TO THE CAT to make a great business or action, which yields a lot of money or prestige. 

darle firme
GIVE YOU FIRME Throw it forward, accelerate, put the shoulder (to an activity )

darle piso
DAR ( LE ) FLAT Referring to a person : Give you authority, permission .  Friendship with the president gave him the
floor to make decisions that could not be objected to.  2 .  Giving it to something or someone

darse brillo
GIVE BRIGHT flattering, promoting, becoming more

darse cepillo
GIVE BRUSH In Colombia try to please, flatter

darse cita
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT to agree to meet somewhere, on some date and time.  2 .  Meeting that results from this
agreement. 



darse vuelta la chaqueta
TURN THE JACKET repent, back off, go to the opposite side.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
renegar, move to the opposing side, repent

data center
DATA CENTER anglilicism dating back to the 1970s by a computational data processing center. 

datacenter
DATACENTER data processing center

datacovid
DATACOVID Spain, in a desperation abduction for the number of deaths from the pandemic, 11 . 198 at the time of the
measure, copies South Korea's measure of controlling citizens by georeference.  Data covid is an app that tracks people
who have been in contact with a new one diagnosed as infected and makes him go to a health checkpoint for immediate
checkup and treatment, or isolation.

dataísmo
DATAISM derived from BIG DATA meaning cult of data.  His high priest is Artificial Intelligence, information is his
supreme commandment, but he does not worship any God.  It is considered nihilism because it does not consider the
senses at all.   Numbers and data are not narrative but additive. 

datazo
DATAZO very profitable information that has been received from a third party. 

datos desconocidos
UNKNOWN DATA that has no information

day
DAY day

day pass
DAY PASS anglicism by ticket or ticket that allows you to make use of the facilities or events for an entire day, such as
in a resort, an amusement park such as Disneyland or a ski slope. 

dayrany sucely
DAYRANY Derivation of the proper female name Daira or Dayra, from Hebrew or Greek, which means of great wisdom. 
Nymph Oceanmother mother of Eleusis or Eleusino founder of Eleusis. Sucely Last name of Jewish origin of usual
spelling Sussely

dánaos
DÁNAO to the best of give us, gift.  Character of Greek mythology.  He was begotten by Baal and Anquínoe, the
daughter of the Nile.  Daanae ruled in Libya and Egypt in Egypt territory to which he had given his own name.  Danao
had 50 daughters, the Danaides, and Egypt had 50 sons, the Egyptians.  upon Baal's death the brothers engage in a
dispute and Daao flees to Greece and settles in Argos and becomes king with the blessing of the local king.  The 50
Egyptians chased to Argos at 50 o't girls to marry them.  Daanae consented, but handed a needle to each daughter, to



pierce the heart of her new spouses on the bridal night.  49 they achieved less Hypermnestra who left Linceo alive, who
then killed Daman and became king.  Linceus spared the life of The Sisters of Hypermnestra, but condemned them to
eternally water the desert of Argolida.  Until that time the Greeks were called pelasgos and from Damanao they were
called Daanos.  , name that Homer uses to designate the Greeks.

dársele bien algo
GIVE IT WELL SOMETHING pronominal form of GIVING GOOD SOMETHING (to someone).  It means to work, to work
well, to be successful : you are being good at potatoes.  This expression may mean, verbatim, that the harvest is being
profitable, productive, as, also figuratively, that the attempt to conquer a woman (or a man) is turning out to him.  . 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be 40, le 41 , , achieve 40, what 41 , , run 40 , le 41 ,

de ahi que
HENCE that (and not from there that) adverbial locution which means from that is inferred, so , that, that's why .

de bebeficio integral
FROM INTEGRAL DRINK The original word is profit .  If the change is not intentional, it is a syntactic error and the
expression means a broad spectrum benefit, which encompasses everything.  If it is intentional, it is a metaplasm or
rhetorical figure to highlight that there is a cut-out drink, or for everyone.

de bobilis
FROM BIBILIS Modal Adverb which means free, free of charge, without any effort.  Used by Cervantes in the first part,
chapter 30 of Quixote "Shut up .  marry later.  .  .  and take that kingdom that comes into the hands of vobis, vobis." It is
thought that the original said of bile, bobilis, but vovis in Latin means for you and bobilis is a deformation of this
expression.

de boquillo
DESBOQUILLO ( and not boquillo ) first singular person of the present indicative of the verb DESBOQUILLAR , remove
or damage the mouthpiece . 

de bóbilis
FROM BBILS Latin expression meaning free, of bucket .  Sancho Panza uses it to propose to Don Quixote that he then
marrys a rich and lively of bile, bile.

de buenas a primera
FROM GOOD TO FIRST (and not FROM GOOD TO FIRST) Expression that denotes impulsivity or lightness in taking
an action, without further reasoning.  Unthinkably.

de buenas a primeras
FROM GOOD TO FIRST Adverbial locution which means without further formality, of sopetón, without any analysis.  It is
understood that good is willingly, with pleasure, welcome and first is immediately, and quickly, in the very first instance. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be without analysis, without further a

de buenas costumbres
OF WELLEDED CUSTOMS Honored, person without vices.



de capitán a paje
FROM CAPTAIN TO PAJE all, from the most at least important. 

de causa interna
INTERNAL CAUSE OR INTERNAL CAUSE for internal reasons, which are not the responsibility of others, of external
agents.

de distinta manera
DIFFERENT WAY Otherwise, otherwise, differently, in a different way

de distinta manera
IN DIFFERENT WAYS Otherwise, otherwise, differently, in a different way Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be different, otherwise

de distinta manera
IN DIFFERENT WAYS Otherwise, otherwise, differently, in a different way Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be different, otherwise

de la misma ideologia
OF THE SAME IDEOLOGY (and not THE SAME IDEOLOGY) That has a line of political thought similar to or equal ( to
that of another person or group)

de la piel
Dermal SKIN, relative to the surface organ that contacts the human body with the environment.  It may also refer to the
peel of some fruits. 

de largo aliento
LONG-TERM, long-lasting LONG-TERM

de muy buena moral
OF VERY GOOD MORAL Person of high ethics, of a behavior very according to the values that instills the society in
which he lives.

de oidas
FROM OIDAS through oral communication, so you hear Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be heard,
you hear

de otra forma
OTHERWISE, otherwise, differently

de pares
OF PARES Barbarism.  In pairs.  Pair by pair, wide.



de perogrullo
OF OBVIOUS TRUISM , obvious .  It dates from the mid-fifteenth century, by a paremiological character, comic and
ridiculous, a half-prophet hermit who responded to the name of "Pero Grillo", created by a writer who signed as "The
Evangelist" and who appears in his work "Prophecy" where he said "The first day of January to come will be the first day
of the year.  .  . " . It evolves in literature and then in real life until it becomes the expression we know today.  For
example, "he died when he lost his life" is a truism. 

de que lengua era gerson
THAT LENGUA WAS GERSON Gerson de Oliveira Nunes, the golden left-hander, was born in Niteroi, Brazil, and was
from the Brazilian team.  Then his language was Portuguese. 

de que palabra está derivada la palabra setear
 ( from which word the word is derived )  SETEAR Americanism derived from the English verb TO SET which has
multiple meanings, among which are 1.  Fix 2 .  Set 3 .  Determine 4 .  Place.  It becomes more specific when it is set
with a preset, such as set on , turn on, activate, turn on and set off , turn off , extinguish , close.  It is widely used in
computer science, with the sense of setting parameters, variables and starting conditions of a computer, operating
system, application.  RESET, similarly, means and consists of re-creating a computer with the original parameters,
discarding modifications

de que sustantivo probiene el verbo hojeo´
THAT NOUN PROBIENE EL VERBO HOJEO We will try to answer this horrifying question : 1 .  the verb come from is
with v, not b.  2 .  Hojeo is not a verb, but a verbal form, first person indicative of the verb leaf 3.  In Spanish, ALL verbs
end in ar, er or go.  Go is an old ending that is no longer used.   4 .  The question is good because you are sometimes
confused To browse with Browse is to take a look, a look at something.  Browsing is going around the sheets of a
journal, book or document.  Therefore Hojear comes from HOJA and OJEAR comes from EYE.  Super easy.  Both with
H, or both without H.

de sobrecargada
OVERLOADED , A derived from the English word SUPERCHARGED, to refer to a compressor installed in an internal
combustion engine to increase its power, supercharged.  Figuradamant, it is said of someone overexitized, past
revolutions. 

de tejas para arriba
FROM TILES UP Very far, far north.  Refers to the state of Texas

de todito
TODITO, colloquial, diminutive of EVERYTHING.  Without leaving anything aside.

de un modo diferente
IN A DIFFERENT WAY IN ANOTHER WAY, DIFFERENTLY, IN ANOTHER WAY

deadline
DEADLINE anglilicism that literally means MORTAL LINE but which is actually translated by DATE LIMITE . 

deadnaming
DEADNAMING English word derived from dead , dead and naming, appointment, designation and that means to use the



name that a transgender person had before acquiring their new registry sex.  The term was first used by Chelsea
Manning, who released thousands of secret Documents from the United States, in a journalistic video interview, when
the journalist names her as Bradley, who was her name in the army, before the record change.  Deadnaming is used to
offend any LGTBI by people who have hatred of this group and what they stand for.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be used by a dead name

debacel
DEBACEL The correct word is DEBACLE .  Disaster.  Everything's coming down.

debatiente
DEBATIENT debate, a speaker who discussed and defended ideas with others. 

debussiana
DEBUSSIANO , A belonging to or relating to the French composer Claude Debussy

debussiano
DEBUSSIANO relating to or belonging to the music of composer Aquille Claude Debussy

decalaje
DECALAJE lack of synchronization between people or things, lag

decentes
DECENT plural of decent right, honest, presentable

decidi
DECIDE Indefinite preterite , first singular person of the verb DECIDE , Resolve , make a decision , choose one of
several possible alternatives .

decididos
DECIDED plural DECISIONS 1 .  Past participle of the verb DECIDE solve , make a decision , be defined 2 adj .  Person
or animal who has determination and value in his act.

decidir un lugar
DECIDE A PLACE Choose where to go, choose where to perform a work or action.

decir el milagro pero no el santo
SAY THE MIRACLE BUT NOT THE SAINT tell an event without revealing the names of the authors or protagonists to
protect their privacy or impunity. 

decir la verdad
TELLING THE TRUTH Don't lie, tell what you have for sure. Be truthful

decisión autoritaria



AUTHORITARIAN DECISION Expression denoting the use of natural power or conferred by an authority, imposed
without broad consultation or right to appeal, as opposed to a consensual decision between the parties.

deck
DECK 1 .  Deck (de nsipes ) 2 .  Cover (of a boat).  Not to confuse with DICK which is a colloquial way to designate the
man's penis

declinismo
Idyllic retrospective DECLINISM, or thought and feeling that every past was better.  2 political and ideological position to
begin attacking a government or authority as soon as it assumes power, gradually taking away support, and showing an
attitude of frustration and melancholy. 

declinólogo declinóloga
DECLINOLOGIST, to analyst of declinism, of French déclin : decline, decline

deco
DECO 1 .  Anderson Luis de Souza, nicknamed Deco, a former Brazilian portuguese nationalist of the 90s and 2000s.  2
.  Type of popular art from 1920 to 1939, date of the start of the Second War. 

decocido
DECOCIDO spelling error by DE COCIDO as in COOKING RECIPES MADRILO . 

decomisada
DECOMISADO , to confiscated participle of the verb confiscate

deconstruir
DECONSTRUCTIng It consists of ideologically disarming a work of art, a film.  It is an analytical procedure originally
called destruction by the philosopher Martin Heidegger.

decontruccionista
DECONTRUCCIONISTA man who is in favor of reversing the whole social fabric and giving women authority, relevance,
power that has been denied throughout history.  Decontrusionist is that left-wing man who intends to "abandon his
privileges" and who is aware of the "patriarchal oppression" they exercise. 

decorados
PLURAL DECORATIONS of decoration Action and effect of decorate .

decrementado
DECREASED decreased in amount, antonym of INCREASED.  Particupio past the verb DECREMENTAR

decriptor neutro
NEUTRAL DESCRIPTOR Descriptors are labels of concepts, types, patterns and category rules that allow you to
classify a text or document and then search for those categories.  A neutral descriptor is one that does not affect a
document because it does not contain it. 



dedazo
Increased finger DEDAZO .  Big finger

deep fake
DEEP FAKE anglilicism meaning deep forgery;  messages in which characters appear saying things they never really
pronounced

deep learning
DEEP LEARNING Anglicism by Deep Learning .  It is an extension of AI that creates machine learning systems by
identifying behavior patterns in millions of data using algorithms that iterate and self-improve with the best acquired
knowledge. 

defaultear
DEFAULTEAR from the English default, and this in turn, from the French défaut, default, fails.  Default is the value that
is assigned by default when in the customization of an operating system, program, routine, application, etc. the user
does not grant a proper value to a parameter or variable.  For example, when running a process without entering the
date, the system assigns by default the date of the process day.  The concept has expanded to the financial area with a
somewhat different meaning (default credits, default debt) because a government leaves its country in default when it
suspends its payments to its international creditors, producing a terrible economic, social and labor impact on the
population (case of Argentina).   It is also used in mechanics and electricity (currents default, positive default, default
excluded, default value). 

defecho
DEFECHO Spelling Error BY RIGHT , 1 .  Straight, virtuous 2.  Laws, relating to the legal 3 .  Direction that doesn't
change

defendidos
DEFENDED plural of DEFENDIDO, person accused of any misdemeanor or crime and who has a lawyer who defends
him in the courts. 

defensor central
CENTRAL DEFENSOR In a football team the defense player who is strategically positioned in the central zone, with his
back to his own bow.

deficiente mental
MENTALLY DEFICIENT person who has a noticeably lower level of intelligence than normal.  Medically idiotic or stupid
people have an IQ of 30 or 40, when the average is 100, and are considered mentally deficient.  This attribute can also
be acquired by disease or senectud, for example, with senile dementia.

definicion de palafito
PALAFITO House built on wooden stilts, and sometimes concrete, which sink into the water, leaving the house usually
on calm waters

definición de estado de sitio
SITE STATUS DEFINITION View SITE STATUS



definición técnica o científica de negativo para covid
TECHNICAL OR SCIENTIFIC DEFINITION OF NEGATIVE FOR COVID .  The PCR or PolymerASE Chain Reaction is
a test in which a DNA fragment is duplicated such a number of times that it is made very easy to detect the presence of
viruses, bacteria and other pathogens, MOLECULAR MEDICINE, as well as determine murder-causing, paternity and
many crimes.  The duplication is done every hour approximately and at 30 hours we have about 1.2 billion duplications
which makes the analysis very accurate.  The result, when we are looking for SARS covid-1can give positive (sick) or
negative (healthy) , that is, it gave negative for SARS covid-19, but it is not pronounced over other pathogens.  Now,
some erroneous results are given, false positives and false negatives.  They shrink as duplication increases.  1000
million is a large enough number, but it is not 100% accurate.  For this reason the results take from 2 to 3 days (and
more in pandemic, due to the at nighting of samples) 

deflagrante
DEFLAGRANTE that produces a deflagration, burn suddenly, with flame and without explosion.  2 .  That produces or
can produce a social outburst or war. 

defoltear
DEFOLTEAR fall or fall into default the economy of a country.  Fall into default for lack of financial resources and
international credits to cover external debt commitments.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
default, fall into default, default cessation

dega
DEGA does not exist this term.  It is probably a spelling error by DEJA, verbal form, third singular person of the present
verb LEAVE .  Another possibility is that it derives from an error by Edgar Degas, a French painter who was actually
called Gas.  Or also to the brand of shoeless people, boots and ankle boots for women Chilean brand Degas.  Less
likely to refer to dégagé, French word meaning clear, clarified, clear, reached.  In ballet it is used as unhooking a leg,
separating it from the body. 

degenerarse
DEGENERATE degrade, become vitiated, perverted, 2 .  In physiology: losing attributes of a tissue or organ, either due
to old age or pathology. 

degeso
DEGESO ERROR BY DEATH

deglutivo
GLUTIVO CONCERNING CLUTION[/E[ , the process of swallowing food .

degradantes
DEGRADING f .  of DEGRADING , which denigrates , humiliates , degrades

deixis anafórica
DEIXIS ANAPHORIC deixis that is performed through an anaphora , There are 3 typesdedeixis , the others being the
CATAPHORIC DEIXIS and the DEIXIS OSTENSIVA

deixis ostensiva
DEIXIS OSTENSIVA in linguistics : signaling a previous expression of the speech that is made by means of a gesture :



That is the assailant (and he indicates it with his finger).  Incidentally, the LO in this sentence is an affórica deixis.  If, on
the other hand, the LO comes first, it is a cataphoric deixis (more unusual): he said THE FOLLOWING: The punishment
is unjust. 

deixisanafórica
DEIXISANAPHORIC spelling error by DEIXIS ANAFÓRICA or DEÍXIS ANAFÓRICA .  DEIXISthrough an anaphora
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be deixis anafórica , deíxis anafórica , deixis catafórica/e] , deixis
ostensiva/e]

dejadme
DEJODME ( and do not leave me ) Reflexive form of the verb leave imperative mode ( order ) second plural person . 
Let me!

dejala
DEJALA Spelling error by leaving it, abandon it .  In the vulgar Spanish spoken by the Argentinians, they put the
intonation in the second syllability, but it would be equally accentuated.

dejar atónito
LEAVE ATONITO leave someone speechless, speechless (surprised) 

dejar exhausto
LEAVE EXHAUSTED leave exhausted, leave without energies. 

dejar hundir
LET SINK strictly speaking allow a vessel or other object (such as a marine platform, a pillar, a foundation) to go to the
bottom of a body of water.  Figuratively speaking, allowing (something or someone) to fail, break, become extinct,
annihilate. 

dejar la escoba
LEAVE THE SCHOOL Produce a breakdown, make a major mistake, with serious negative implications.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to leave the shit, leave the muddy

dejar un vacío
LEAVE A VACUUM Expression that means creating an emotional feeling of loss of a loved one.  It may be due to death,
abandonment of home, separation of a partner, loss of a child, or other distressing event for a person.

dejar vacío
LEAVE EMPTY Empty, leave nothing.  LEAVING A VOID instead, is creating a feeling in another of loneliness and loss :
Empty nest syndrome occurs when all children are leaving definitely from the parent's home.  The early death of his wife
left in Charles an emptyness impossible to fill.

dejarse la piel
LEAVE THE SKIN Sacrifice as much as possible in an activity .



dejarse un forraje
LEAVE A FODDER save a reserve, save something for a pisible emergency or crisis

delaboralización
DELABORATION process of reversing the elaboration of something. 

delariado
DELARIAR Barbarism derived from the Basque language.  It means talking.

delay
DELAY delay, srrasy, snrated

delegativo
DELEGATED DElegable; which can be delegated or put to the expense of another, temporarily or permanently.

delfines rosados
PINK DELFINES (it looks like someone has a fixation for this topic) See PINK DOLPHIN

delfín del amazonas
AMAZON DOLPHIN .  It is a pink dolphin, which inhabits precisely that river and in the Orinoco basin.  It is the largest of
the 5 types of dolphins.  It is friendly, social and curious by nature.

delfín del meta
META DOLPHIN large-eyed mammal of the Colombian Orinoquia and Amazonia, such as the Tomo, Tuparro, Bita,
Orinoco, Meta, Arauca, Caquetá, Cahuinarí, Apaporis, Inírida and Guaviare rivers. 

delfín del orinoco
ORINOCO DELFIN See pink dolphin .

delfín rosado
DELFIN ROSADO mammal of the family Platanistoids, and not like the other dolphins, which are of the family of
delphinides.  It is distributed throughout the Amazon basin, the upper Madeira basin in Bolivia and the Orinoco basin,
and are the largest river dolphins in the world.  Males weigh up to 185 kg and can measure up to 2, 5 meters. -

delgadas
THE feminine and plural thin DELGADO, thin, slender.

delgadito
THIN DIMINUTIVE THIN, skinny

delgados
DELGADOS plural of DELGADO, skinny, fine



delia
DELIA femenine name which means , in greek , native of Delos

delicatesen
DELICATESSEN German word that has been universalized (and not DELICATESEN ) : fine table products such as
caviar, fine cheeses, herring, prociutto, Serrano ham, truffles, chestnuts, liqueurs and fine chocolates.

delitos
Crime.  Guilt, which represses, action that the law punishes with imprisonment (effective or suspended), as opposed to
faults, that the law punishes with fines and that they do not have the strength or power to imprison the victim.

delivery
DELIVERY system of purchase of products in the trade and withdrawal and delivery by a service specialized in the
buyer's home. 

dellas
DELLAS Shrinkage, used in old Spanish, from the preposition DE and the article ELLAS .  It means, therefore, of them. 
Today only the contraction is used in male and singular : OF , it contracts in DEL .

delta seco
DELTA SECO STUCCO DE DELTA-SECO STONE is a ventilated rain screen with a pre-installed mortar screen that
reduces the consumption of scratch layer mortar.  The air gaps on the inner and outer side of the membrane make it the
ideal protection behind bonded stone veneer and conventional stucco. 

demacrarse
DEMACRARSE Become a bad appearance, very thin and exhibiting a sick face.

demarcacion territorial
TERRITORIAL DEMARCATION Animal Saying : Action and effect of limiting a territory usually with own odors or urine
to inform intruders that it is occupied territory and what their borders are.  Such political-administrative organizations :
Define by legislation the borders and boundaries to be delimited subsequently on the ground.

demasiado tarde
TOO LATE colloquially, Ironic expression to laugh at an attempt that is known as vain, futile.  In strict rigor, it is used
when there is nothing to deal with a situation of disaster or adversity.  "The ambulance came too late.  Firefighters too. 
Everything had burned down and died without medical attention. "  .  I'm sorry, said the oncologist, you've come too late.
 He's got six months to live.

demi-deuil
DEMI-DEUIL of French MEDIUM DEMI, semi and DEUIL mourning, verbatim MEDIO LUTO . 

democracia participativa
DEMOCRACIA PARTICIPATIVA system of government in which citizens have representation in president, senators,
deputies and mayors, but also has rights to be consulted direct rights of voice, vote and dissent with binding character. 



democracias
DEMOCRACIES in plural refers to democratic countries, where governments are elected by popular vote

demonios
PLURAL DEMONIOS of DEMONIO angel of evil that reigns in Hell.  Any supernatural evil being, part of the imagery of
the ancient peoples and of many indigenous peoples today.  As an interjection, demons! is an epithet that demonstrates
displeasure, dissatisfaction.

demoníacos
Demonic.  Relative to the devil, or devil.

denarios
DENARIOS plural de DENARIO Roman silver coin minted between 268 a. C.  and 360.  Its name derives from the that it
was equivalent to 10 aes and that its symbol was X. 

dendrocronólogo
DENDROCRONOLOGIST of dendro , relative to trees and chronologist , specialist in chronology .  Person specialized in
the chronology of trees.

denim
DENIM workwear fabric, denim, cowboy fabric or denim 2.  Denim jeans

densitometría ósea
DENSITOMETRY OR CLINICAL procedure that is based on quantifying bone mineralization according to the
attenuation that radiation suffers when crossing the bone structure to be studied.  Very relevant in the diagnosis and
follow-up of osteoporosis. allows you to perform

dentrítico
Denditrico says relationship with the dendrite, neuronal termination whose function is to receive impulses from other
neurons and send them to the soma of the neuron.  The dendrites are born as branched from the cell body and
numerous extensions.

denunciantes
DENUNCIANTE's plural DENUNCIATION, which makes a formal accusation

depa
DEPA Colloquially, department apocope.  In Chile: Digital Economy Partnership Agreement, between Chile Singapore
and New Zealand. 

depeche mode
DEPECHE MODE British band of enormous success that was formed in Essex, in 1980.  Its name comes from the word
Fráncés dép'cher hurry and mode mode, that is, fast mode.  But it can also be from the noun dép-che which means
communiqué .



dependencia económica
ECONOMIC DEPENDENCE .  Said of a person : In contrast to the EMOTIONAL DEPENDENCE economic dependence
says relation to the subordination of someone before whom it maintains it and allows them to live for lack of their own
income obtained independently.  This is the case for minors, as well as non-self-valent persons and unlified spouses or
partners.  2 .  Said of bodies and other legal persons.  Institutions that do not generate income depend economically on
other entities that finance them.  Foundations finance projects, usually community aid.

dependencia emocional
EMOTIONAL DEPENDENCE .  As opposed to economic dependence, where a person depends on a third party holding
it, emotional dependence relates to a person's emotionally or sentimental tie,or he is being psychologically voluntarily or
unintentionally managed by another or others.

depinga
DePINGA colloquially great.  In Mexico : naughty, restless.  in Venezuela : something super cool, or good.  Nice.  In
Cuba : something very good or very bad, depending on the context.  In Spain, sociable. 

deporte ciencia
SPORT SCIENCE sport in which the brain is used exclusively

deportivas
SPORTS f .  and plural of SPORTS, which is typical of sport.

depravados
DEPRAVADO Person too flawed in his ways.

depresiones
DEPRESSIONS plural of DEPRESSION 1 .  sinking of terrain 2.  Mood in which everything looks negative and you don't
feel like doing anything or being with anyone.  In its extreme degrees it leads to suicide as the only way out. 

depresión leve
MILD DEPRESSION in medicine: transient or less intense mood decay.  In geography: lower elevations than the rest of
the adjoining land.  In engineering : sinking

depresor lingual
DEPRESOR LINGUAL Medical instrument a little larger than the stick of an ice cream and that serves to depress the
tongue to be able to do a mouth and throat exam.

deprivado
DEPRIVADO participle of DEPRIVAR, dismissing someone from a job or position

derecha liberal
LIBERAL RIGHT political group whose thinking is aligned with the political center, in particular with value concepts, such
as marriage equality, abortion and homoparental adoption. 



derecho a decidir
RIGHT TO DECIDE freedom of decision, choice.  The right to decide is what is essentially defined as FREEDOM

dergio
DERGIO typo by Sergio .  The letter s and d are contiguous on a qwerty keyboard

deriva antigénica
ANTIGENIC DERIVA mechanism of antigen variation or mutation that viruses have, of cold especially, to circumvent the
action of the immune system, that is, an accidental variation that the virus produces in its superficial prosthetic
configuration that are those that normally attack the immune system. 

dermatitis moluscoide
MOLLUSCOID DERMATITIS, molluscoid syndrome, infection so named for its resemblance to molluscum contagiosum
benign viral infection caused by a poxvirus and characterized by lesions of papular appearance, hemispherical, sessile
and of 1 to 2 mm of diameter; of the colour of the skin, shiny and with a striking central umbilication.  These can be
single, rare or numerous lesions and are more frequently seen in children or in people with HIV or atopic dermatitis. 

derramarse
SPILLING Spreading a liquid out of the container containing it

derriere
DERRIERE of the French DERRIÈRE , rear , ass , rear

derrochón
WASTE, who wastes money

derrogacion
REPEAL see REPEAL, cancellation, cancellation, deletion

derrotable
DERROTABLE that can be defeated.

derrotados
PLURAL DEFEATS of past participle of the verb DERROTAR, win, win

desabastol
DESABASTOL The right word is DESABASTO

desacelerarse
Slow down reflective form of the verb slow down, slow down, slow down (something), gradually slow down your speed

desacomplejada
DECOMPLEED, A without complexes



desactualizada
UPDATED , A That is not up to date, that is behind in the information .  Obsolete

desadaptación
MISADJUSTMENT loss of understanding and social relationship with the environment. 

desadaptativa
DESADAPTATIVO , Which produces DISADAPTATION, disconnection, disambiguation

desadaptativo
MALADAPTIVE that produces maladaptation (to the environment, to society) Wild animals undergo a maladaptive
process when taking them to the zoo and must be readapted when they return after years of captivity. 

desafiable
CHALLENGEABLE that is worthy of being confronted .  That you have the resources or capacity to cope with
something. 

desafiliación
DISAFFILIATION, cancellation of a membership or contract

desagarrotar
RETURN THE MUSCLES TO YOUR NORMAL TONICITY, ELIMINATING TEMPORARY CONTRACTURE DUE TO
EXCESS LACTIC ACID, LACK OF SODIUM OR POTASSIUM ION, OR SOME OTHER CIRCUMSTANCE. 

desagradables
DESAGRADABLES plural of DESAGRADABLE , uncomfortable , you don't like

desaguaderos
DESAGUADEROS plural of drain, sewer

desaguar el canario
The canary is an allegory for the penis, The expression means to urinate. 

desaliñamiento
DISCOURAGEMENT disorder, action of leaving cluttered, of scruffy (hair, for example) 

desalisamiento
DESALISING action and effect of frizz or disarming ( hair ) 

desamparado
HOMELESS WHO HAS NO PROTECTION , PROTECTION



desamparados
HELPLESS pl .  of HELPLESS , who is in helplessness , without protection

desanilizar
DESALINIZAR convert seawater into drinking water or for industrial consumption

desanimante
DESANIMANT it produces discouragement, frustrating, which produces frustration.

desanonimizar
UNANONIMIZE to make public something that remained anonymous. 

desapalancamiento
LEVERAGE LEVERAGE is the degree of financial commitment of a business or company.  Relationship between equity
and credit with which you have a business.  The higher the credit the greater the leverage.  .  in Chile APALANCAR is to
help a friend or family member with important money.   Deleveraging is the partial or total reduction of lines of credit to
work only with equity. 

desapercibir
UNPERCIDING Not to Notice .  Stop perceiving

desarmante
DISARMING that disarms, that reverses the armed

desarrollador
COMPUTER DEVELOPER : System engineer designing an application

desarrollador desarrolladora
DEVELOPER DEVELOPER see DEVELOPER

desarrollador engreído
CONCEITED DEVELOPER A person who makes code and has an attitude of sufficiency and arrogance.  Expression
used by a president of the United States regarding video game creators from Silicon Valley, California

desarrollaora
DEVELOPING vulgarism by developer, who develops, who performs

desastada
UNSALOCKED, the antlers have been amputated

desastrados
DESASTRADOS plural de DESASTRADO , ( you saw ) disastrously, disorderly, in a very careless way



desavenencias
DESAVENENCE Action and effect of unfolding .  Lack of understanding between parties.  To be understood between
two people or groups.  To be disaware of not understanding onese party or groups of people.

desazonante
DESAZONANT that causes diswilling, disarant, frustration

desbarrancamiento
DEBARRANCAMIENTO Fallen down a ravine

desbastar
ROUGH REMOVE WHAT COARSE , SRUN , COARSE , RUDE THAT A PERSON OR GROUP COULD HAVE FOR
LACK OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE

desbiologización
DESBIOLOGIZATION to move forward in eliminating the justification for biologically based violence.  The Nazis justified
the extermination of Jews and Gypsies on inexcusable biologization reasons.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be suppression of racist ideologies

desbolar
CLEAR 1 .  in Argentina and Uruguay lose composure or moderation.  derived from boludo, pelotudo.  2 .  Undressing,
derived from 'in balls', naked. 

desborbonizar
DEBORBONIZE make disappear or reduce the Bourbon character or attributes.  , typical of the House of Bourbon , of
the French bourbon , whose royalty governs today Spain and in the duchy of Luxembourg , and whose origin was the
kingdom of Navarre . 

descalificante
DISQUALIFYING disqualifier, which disqualifies or discards

descalificativo
DISQUALFICATIVE Insult, expression of contempt and devaluation

descamarse
1. renewal of the skin by sloughing of dead cells or flakes groups.  2. remove the flakes to a fish, reptile or amphibian
that has scaly skin.

descapacitar o incapacitar
DISCAPACITAR OR INCAPACITATE to cause harm or decrease in the physical or mental abilities of a person or
animal. 

descarbonización
DECARBONIZATION reduction or suppression of the use of fossil fuels containing carbon ( C , do not confuse with coal



) and that generate pollutants harmful to the ecosystem and contribute to global warming, such as CO, CO2, O3, oxides
of N and S . 

descarbonizar
DECARBONIZE remove carbon residues from combustion or friction.  2 .  Term used in reference to the reduction of
carbon dioxide emissions released into the air. 

descargable
DOWNLOADABLE that can be . download or rescue from the Internet or from other electronic storage media.

descasetear
DESCASE TRANSFER a music recording or audio from a cassette to another storage medium, such as a DVD or digital
media. 

descertificado
DECERTIFIED That the previously granted certification has been cancelled or void.  Disqualified, you have lost quality
assurance.

deschavetar
DESCHAVETAR go crazy, lose the keys

descinivida
DESCINIVIDA monumental error by UNINHIBITED , f .  of UNINHIBITED, who does not feel apprehension, shame,
inhibition.  Uninhibited people can pose nude or go to a nudist beach without problems. 

descolgador
OFF-HOOKER 1 .  device that allows you to answer a phone call without lifting the headset and by simply pressing a
button to answer and then to hang up.  2 .  element that serves to off-hook, for example, fruit from trees or dried meat
from the ceiling. 

descolgadra
DESCOLGADRA spelling error by DESCOLGADLA or DESCOLGADA

descomplicar
UNCOMPLICATE simplify, but emphasizing the fact that (something) was complicated or cumbersome 2 .  Verb intr . 
Simplifying your life

desconcentracion
DESCONCENTRATION Lack of concentration .  Action and effect of deconcentrating .  Losing focus on something. 
Distraction

desconcentración
DECONCENTRATION Distraction, loss of mental concentration (in or during physical or mental activity). 



desconección
DISCONNECTION spelling error by disconnection

desconfesionalizar
DECONFESIONALIZE disintegrate a religious confession;  withdraw or stop defending a religious confession. 

desconfiable
DECONFIABLE that he doesn't deserve confidence

descontracturante
DESCONTRACTURANTE que descontractura .  A muscle contracture is a contraction of the muscle, of a continuous
and involuntary nature. 

descontracturar
DESCONTRACTURAR relax, release the muscles contracted or spasm by means of massages in the affected area. 

descoordinación muscular
MUSCULAR DECOORDINATION .  Being calls thus to various neurological pathologies, in particular brain-type damage
that cause uncoordination, that is to say a problem with muscle control that produces uncoordinated movements

descriminativo
DISCRIMINATORY discriminatory, which makes racist, gender, religion, age or other distinctions, treating them as
inferior. 

descrispar
DESCRISPAR decrypt, calm, calm down 2 relax a nerve, muscle or limb that, had cracked. 

descrptor neutro
NEUTRAL SPAM DESCRPTOR

descubrir el pastel
DISCOVER THE PASTEL 1 .  Relative to a thing or event : Find a shit, a crime done by someone.  2 .  Relative to a
person : discover the one who made a muddy or crime : We discovered the cake that was sent back this shit, there is no
point.

desde el minuto cero
FROM THE ZERO MINUTE.  Minute zero is the instant where the Big Bang occurs, the explosion that gives rise to the
Universe and everything begins.  It is used to indicate that something has been done from the first moment, since
something started.  They hired him and from minute zero he provoked astonishment.

desdolado
SPLIT spelling error by UNFOLDED



desdolarización
DESDOLARIZATION abandoning the dollar as a pattern of trade

deseables
DESIRABLE pl .  of DESIRABLE to be desired

desecho de la moda
FASHION SCRAP Fast fashion generates a huge amount of used clothing waste in the textile industry and they are
recycled in an attempt to promote the circular economy. 

deseducación
DESEDUCATION process that leads to savagery and ignorantness or to the change of values and principles previously
instilled. 

deselenizar
DESELENIZE remove selenium from any mineral or compound at levels below 1%

desencajarse
DISENGAGE FROM GETTING OUT OF YOUR BOX, POSITION. 

desencaje irregular
Unlock is equivalent to the rule that requires banks that a percentage of the funds must be kept frozen for extreme
situations and may not be used for commercial operations ( lace banking ).  All unlock is therefore intrinsically irregular. 
In the same way when it disturbs the jawbone we talk about unlock and you will have a new irregular position.

desencriptar
DECRYPT decrypt, reverse the encryption of a message or text. 

desencrispar
UNWRA revert a state of crunch to one of serenity.  2 .  Muscle relaxation after a sudden and temporary contraction in
muscle tissue, 

desencuadre
UNSENCUADRE image captured by the lens of a camera that is out of focus, outside the filming box.  2 .  Placing a
camera so that the image is not framed. 

desenergización
DESENERGIZATION Cutting or interrupting the circulation of electric current

desenfrenados
DESENDED With debauchery, without the brakes that apply to the rides.  Tell yourself who is de-mature, or who acts
disorderly by giving herself to vices and evils.



desenfrenos
DESENFRENOS plural deSENFRENO, no brake, crazy, no control

desenmalezar
UNSENLEZAR REMOVE Remove weed from a place, clean a weed, sprout, remove weed.  Use in America.

desenredadas
UNTANGLED f .  pl.  of the past participle of the verb DESENREDAR , undo a tangle

desentuerto
A mess is a tangle, therefore a desentto is the action and effect of untangling or clarifying a situation. 

desenvolso
DESENVOLSO spelling error by disbursement, expense of money

desescalada
DESESCALADA As opposed to escalation : Decreased intention, intensity or magnitude of something : de-escalation of
violence.

desescamar
DESESCAMAR skim, peel a fish, remove the scales.  2 .  In Chile : Figuratively, peel a person, gossip about it in his
absence. 

desespesar
DESESPESAR Thinning a liquid, make it less dense by adding another liquid of lower density.

desestacionalizar
DESSTATIONALIZE statistical and economic term to make a product, sector or commercial variable no longer hooked
or related exclusively to a season or sphasation of the year, so that it can be marketed throughout the year. 

desestructurada
WOMEN's DWSESTRUCTURADA of UNSTRUCTURED, unstructured, a cappella, without a default order

desestructurado
RESTRUCTURED that the structure (of something) has been disarmed, that it has no organized structure

desetenderse
DESENTENDERSE to be carefree (of a matter), to go crazy, to be a doubt, to give no importance (to a matter) 

desevolución
DEVELOPMENT back in a process of change that is gradual



desextinguir
DESEXTINGUIR perform the reverse process of extinction, something impossible in reality.  When it comes to the
extinction of a species can not reverse to this day such occurrence.  Jurassic Park is a fantasy of desextinción , a fire
could be desextinguirse , but better would be to say restart , regrow , reactivate

desfamiliarización
DEFAMILIARIZATION loss of habit, habit of doing. something

desfamilización
DEFAMILIZATION barbarism by DEFAMILIARIZATION, action of deshabituarse , unaccustomed , let something be
common for someone

desfasamientos
LAGS pl .  of slipping, displacement, distancing of two elements that should be synchronized or coincident.  In physics,
the difference between two elements: lag in frequency or wavelength.  Offset , displacement . 

desfocalizar
DEFOCALIZE remove from the center , ( make ) exit the focus or around it.  Colloquially, go for the branches. 

desformalizar
DEFORMALIZE to drop charges for laying the prosecution against an defendant already formalized in court. 

desfragmentación
DEFRAGMENTATION Unification of parts that have been dispersed . 

desfrenestrado
DESFRENESTRADO of the Latin fenestra , window; error by DEFENESTRATED , launched from the height , through a
window , causing death . 2 .  Removed from office . 

desganados
RELUCTANT pl .  of RELUCTANT, without mood, without desire

desglobalización
DESGLOBALIZATION As opposed to globalization, global integration, in particular, of the economy, deglobalization is a
reversing process where it becomes regionalist or localist what was previously integrated worldwide.

desheterosexualización
DESHEREROSEXUALIZATION is a prefix that indicates undo, reverse, reverse .  Heterosexual is the person who is
attracted to others of the opposite gender.  It is the action or effect of undoing a heterosexualization process or
re-becoming or becoming a homosexual, bisexual, multisexual, transgender or sexed. 

deshidratación
Significant loss of body water in a living being.  Drying process of food for purposes of preservation and subsequent (
re-moistening and ) consumption.



deshidratada
DEHYDRATED f .  of DEHYDRATED, which has extracted the water, drying it. 

deshilacion
DE-ICING spelling error by FRAYING, but even worse is an error by desilation, lack or suspension of ILATION,
connectivity of thoughts expressed in a conversation or written text.  It is actually confused with the action of spinning, pl
ero has no relation whatsoever

deshogar
REMOVE term used by a writer to denounce a harmful and toxic environment within a family home.  Parents created a
drowning detrimental to the mental health of children.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be homely
disunity, disavenance 

deshonorable
DISHONORABLE dishonorable, producing dishonor, humiliation

deshonrable
DISHONRABLE that produces dishonor, dishonor, which humiliates

deshumidificar
DEHUMIDIFY reduce ambient humidity.  dry the air of a place. 

designador
DESIGNER who appoints or designates

desigualdad plaquetaria
PLATELET INEQUALITY Situation that occurs when a person produces peptonic or anaphylactic shock, caused by an
allergy in which the body recognizes to be facing a threat.  The decrease from 250 . 000 per mm2 may be due to
pernicious anemia, acute infection, hemorrhyparate infection, aplastic anemia or hypersplenism, , At the beginning of the
anaphylactic picture there is a large decrease in platelets, or PLATELET INEQUALITY (DESIGUAL DISTRIBUTION )
and then appear soon.

desigualitaria
DESIGUALITARIA women's DESIGUALITARIO

desigualitario
DESIGUALITY that produces inequality, differences, privileges over each other. 

desincronización
DESYNCHRONIZATION lack of synchronism, lack of coordination

desindicalizacion
DESINDICALIZATION (and non-disindication) disengagement of a workers' union.  Stop being a union member.



desindicalización
DISINDICALIZATION abandonment of a union as a member of it. 

desinformadamente
UNINFORMEDLY without having the necessary information

desinformativa
DSSINFORMATIVE that delivers false, inaccurate information with a tendency to deceive and distort public opinion. 

desinhibido
UNINHIBITED without a fuss, without feeling ashamed, especially in the sensual and sexual aspect. 

desinhibitoria
UNINHIBITORY , To disinhibit, it causes you to lose fear and modesty or shame.  Let it go, release

desinhibitorios
DISINHIBITORY PL .  of DISINHIBITORY, which produces disinhibition, loss of shame

desintegradas
DISINTEGRATED f .  pl.  of DISINTEGRATED part .  Past DISINTEGRATE, destroy something into a multitude of small
parts. 

desinteresados
DISINTERESTED pl .  of SELFLESS, altruistically, without selfishness

desiste
DESIST third person from the present indicative of the verb DESIST, stop insisting, abandon, surrender

desktop
DESKTOP English word from DESK , desktop and TOP , UP , UP .  The desktop is called the tower computer, owning a
desktop.

deslaboralización
DESLABORALIZACIÓN In Spain: in Spain there is the labor icalendario Isar, that of Castilla y León and fiestas of Spain.
 The term derives from creating or printing a calendar excluding holidays in the isar region, or other.  2 .  In Spain you
can extract from the social security, via the Internet, the Working Life of a worker.  A process that removes antecedents
from this curriculum would be a de-laboralization. 

deslegitimador deslegitimadora
DESLEGITIMADOR , which makes (something) illegitimate.  That deprives him of validity. 

deslistar
UNLISTING to remove from the list



deslizantes
DESLIZANTE Sliding or sliding .  It drags or is dragged smoothly by a surface, rail or element that allows for smooth
mobility and transfer.

desloguear
DESLOGUE from English log , list of outstanding issues take from a list of pending issues , resolve

desmanejo
MISMANAGEMENT, or total carelessness in the administration (of something) 

desmaquillante
MAKE-UP REMOVER that takes out or serves to remove makeup from the face. 

desmedidas
EXCESSIVE f .  and pl .  of EXCESSIVE, exaggerated Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be you have
an excessive fear you should reassure yourself 

desmembresía
DISMEMBRESIA disaffiliation, withdrawal as a member of a society or community

desmercantilizar
DEMERCANTILIZE stop doing a business (with something, like education or health) 

desmonyar
DESMONYAR Spelling Error by DISASSEMBLING .  The letters T and Y are adjacent on the QWERTY keyboard and
this is a clear example of typing the wrong key. 

desmotivador
DESMOTIVATOR that takes away the mood, which frustrates

desnalgue
DESNALGUE In Venezuela, party unleashed

desnatador
SKID REMOVING THE TOP LAYER OF CREAM FROM MILK OR OTHER LIQUID . 

desnudose
DESNUDASE Reflective form of the indefinite preterite of the naked verb, third singular staff.  equivalent to saying
UNDRESS, was unvisited.

desobjeto
I DISOBJETO barbarism more than neologism, by nonsense.  A purpose, object or goal is what intelligently moves us to
do things to achieve it.  A nonsense is to say or do things without objective or with erratic object, crazy.  Unobjecting



goes in the same direction, going against the goal, if there were one

desolla
DESUELLA ( And does not desollate ) singular third person of the present verb DESOLLAR to decouple an animal or a
person.  In imperative mode there is the form Desollá ( you ) with accent.

desordenador
MESSY 1 .  that messes up 2 .  Poetry by Carmen Gil for children who already use the computer where she narrates the
adventures of a peculiar computer

desordenados
MESSY pl .  of DISORDER 1 .  which is not ordered 2 .  who likes to act carefree and behaving badly, causing disorder

desorganizante
DISORGANIZING that causes disorganization, disorder

desorientadas
Female DEORIENTADAS , plural of DISORIENTED . 

desoxigenización
DEOXYGENATION suppression of oxygen from an environment

despacho a domicilio
DSSPACHO A DOMICILIO Distribution of purchases by the seller of a given product, with delivery at the requested
address.

despectivo de puerta
DESPECTIVE OF DOOR Puertucha

despedir echar a alguien con cajas destempladas
FIRE ECHAR WITH UNSTEMPTED BOXES see [E[ECHAR WITH UNSTEMPTED BOXES

desperezar
DESPEREZAR Take laziness out of the body, get active, get out of laziness, get out of sleep, wake up

desperfilarse
DESPERFILARSE lose the profile , deconfigure , lose your attributes

despigmentar
DESPIGMENTAR discolor, remove the coloring pigment

desplasarze



DESPLASARZE SPAM

desplasarze
DESPLASARZE SPAM

desplatonizar
DEPLATONIZE to turn a platonic or virtual love into a certain reality or feasibility. 

despolarizacin
Depolarize spam

desposesion
DESPOSESION spelling error by DESPOSESION

desposesión
DESPOSESION Expropriation, remove from possessions or belongings by force or the rule of law.

despreciables
DESPICABLE pl .  of DESPICABLE, which is not worthy of appreciation, which deserves to be repudiated

despreciado social
DESPICED SOCIAL out of paria, person considered a burden to society, which is not worth worrying about. 

desprecio profundo
CONTEMPT DEEP intense rejection, total lack of appreciation (for something or someone) 

desprejuiciar
DEPREJUCY TO act without prejudice, leave prejudices aside to think with an open mind.

desprenderse
reflexive form of the verb remove, separate from a main body

desprevenidos
UNPREVENIDS PLURAL OF PREVENID THAT is inattentive, distracted.

desprolija
DESPROLIJA feminine of DESPROLIJO , neglected , disordered , umpreciso

desprolijidades
DESPROLIJIDADES plural of DESPROLIJIDAD carelessness, imperfection, imprecision



despublicar
UNPUBLISHing to officially remove a publication.  In practice what has already been published, published is . 

desquiciante
CRAZY Madman, who goes crazy, traumatizes

destestable
DETESTABLE That is worthy of contempt or hatred.  Despicable.  He deserves to be hated.

destracion
DISTRACATION (and non-DESTRACION ) Action and effect of distracting or distracting .  Temporary or momentary
loss of mental focus.

destramador
SAYING OF a product : Separating the frame or fabric .  Saying of a person or machine: that disarms

destrasplantar
DESTRASPLANT TO reverse the transplant process.  It is feasible to be done in a plant, but not practical in humans,
because, except the kidneys, the donated organs belong to dead people. 

destrucción creativa
CREATIVE DESTRUCTION process by which new innovations are constantly emerging, making existing technologies
obsolete.   New companies continuously enter the market, competing with the previous ones, and new activities appear
and replace existing ones.  Creative destruction is the driving force of capitalism, ensuring its renewal and permanent
reproduction. 

desvasta
DESVASTA probable spelling error by ROUGHING , of the verb ROUGH , remove the bastards .  Vast is something
very large or very dilated.  To devastate would be, if it existed, to dwarf, to shrink, to cease to be vast (a territory, an
empire) 

desvastaora
DESVASTAORA f .  DEFORMATION of DESBASTADOR , 1 . tool to remove the BASTAS 2 .  Remove the coarse,
shrunken and rude of an unedated person; or DEVASTATING, which devastates, destroys everything

desvertebrar
DEVERTEBRATE to remove the vertebrae from a person or animal.  2 .  Figuratively, leave a company or institution
without the main support. 

desvitaminado
DWSVITAMINADO that has reduced or eliminated the vitamin component. 

deteriorados
DETERIORADOS plural deTERIORADO, worn, spoiled



deteriorarse o inutilizarse algo
DETERIOR OR IN USAR ( SOMETHING ) Spoil or get dwscomposite, with no possibility of use as is its purpose.  To be
useless for what was designed.

determinaciin
DETERMINACIIN See DETERMINATION

determinación
DETERMINATION 1 .  Said of an alternative : Decision (to be taken ) .  2 .  Said of a person : Great will, conviction,
energy, strength, punch, push.

determinados
DETERMINED plural of DETERMINED 1 .  adverb which means certain, some, several 2.  Decided, with decision made
3.  Said of a person: with great character, with great will to sleep

devotee
DEVOTEE Anglilicism by devotee, person very excited by a certain religion, creed or something. 

devotos
Plural DEVOTEES of devotee .  See DEVOTO

dextrógiras
Female and plural DEXT-GIRO DEXT-GIRAS

dextrógiro
DEXTROGIRO , To the said of the climbing plants that, by the effect of sunlight turn to the right.

deyectar
DEYECTAR Fire with impulse from an outsideer

deyerli
DEYERLI Line of cosmetics, in particular products for the maintenance of female hair, produced by SILKEY laboratories,
among which there are shampu, hydroactive multivitaminics, rehabilitating treatment based on keratin, control and shine
and others.

deyerlin
DEYERLIN is a line of hair products from SIlkey Laboratories.  The correct name is DEYERLI

débalo
DÉBALO reflexive verbal form of the verb DEBERmodo imperative , second person , singular .

décimos
TENTH PL .  of TENTH currency equivalent to one tenth of the unit currency, peso, peseta, euro or whatever. 



déjà vu
DEJA VU galicism already seen, which is used to point out that you have the impression and I remember that you have
already lived or seen what is happening or what is being seen at the moment.   Type of paramnesia that at least 70%

diabetin
DIABETIN See DIABOTIN

diabetín
DIABETÍN humorous character of social networks (facebook) that tends to worry about our health. 

diabluras
DEVILS MISCHIEF PLURAL of DEVIL, evils, amusements of children that matter some small damage or harm.  It is
missing that is committed for fun .  2 .  Figuratively, making devils, by an adult is used for having illegitimate sexual
relations. 

diaclasa
DIACLASA from Greek DIA, through , and KLASIS, break; fracture of the rock that is not accompanied by slipping it, but
remains in its position. 

dialitca
dialitca is incorrectly written and should write how dialytic being its meaning: dialítico is the characteristic of a liquid,
usually blood, which undergoes a process of purification, usually done in people who are unable to purify the blood
through your own kidneys.

dialogico
DIALOGICAL spelling error by DIALOGICAL

dialoguismo
DIALOGUE literary fogura that expresses an idea in the form of a conversation between two people of a work. 

diaminooxidasa
DIAMINOOXIDASA is thus called a group of enzymes that oxidize diamines, such as histamine, and some primary
amines, but which have little or no catalyst capacity over secondary and tertiary amines. 

diamionoxidasa
DIAMIONOXIDASA spelling error by DIAMINOOXIDASA

diaspora ideológica
IDEOLOGICAL DIASPORA misspelling by IDEOLOGICAL DIASPORA

diatraido
DIACOOLED Let you think that you mean DISATTRACTED person who is little concentrated or on the way, not present
or totally absent from the place where you are. DIATERATED means etymologically doubly attracted, suffering or
receiving attraction by two equal (or different) bisexual or polygamous bodies



diatribar
DIATRIBAR issue diatribes, insult or censor someone 2.  Issue an oral or written speech in which someone is insulted or
censored. 

diáspora ideológica
DIASPORA IDEOLOGICAL diaspora refers to the dispersal by many countries of a community of people, particularly
jews.  Then, it is intended to explain the spread of a current of thought from a place or region to a global level. 

dichas
PLURALS OF BLISS, joy, happiness

dicho de un animal que vive en rebaño o manada
SAID OF AN ANIMAL LIVING IN HERD OR Gregarious HERD

dichoso satisfecho al máximo
SATISFIED to the Max, person or body that is fully in accordance with the outcome of any management or action
exercised by itself or a third party.

dicotiledóneas
DICOTILEDONS plural of DICOTILEDONEA Plants that has seeds of two cotyledons .

dicotomizada
DICOTOMIZED divided into two, one or several times.

dictcomunismo
( the troika) dictated communism (for rich and you didn't go out on the street).  DICTA PYNO INPESM is a euphemism
for asserting that Russia established a capitalist communist regime, which fostered entrepreneurship and individual
wealth (and that the people did not protest about it)

diducción
DIDUCTION jaw transfer to the sides

die-in
DIE-IN anglicism for becoming the dead .  Simulation of having died .  A form of street protest in which demonstrators lie
in the middle of the street, pretending to be dead. 

diesel gate
DIESEL GATE spelling error by DIESELGATE, scandal in which Volkswagen was involved in 2015.  See DIESELGATE
. 

dieselgate
DIESELGATE Scandal that came to light when the American Environmental Protection Association reported that the
Volkswagen factory had adulterated its vehicles to diesel oil to distort particulate emission indicators that were 40 times
higher than the US standard.  500 . 000 users classified the company.  It was determined that the vehicle software had



been modified to modify the nitrogen oxide values emitted.  The courts ruled in favor of those affected and Volkswagen
was ordered to pay 11 million buyers worldwide a sum that in Chile was $388. 000 (about US$500) for 5000 buyers.  In
Spain there are around 3000.  In united States 355 . 000 cars were VW and Audi re-written by VW at $10 . 000 each. 

difamación chisme
DEFAMATION GOSSIP error of the dictionary software that, for lack of separator comma, considers these two
synonymous words as a single expression.  See DEFAMATION and GOSSIP

difenil
DIPHENYL organic compound with two groups phenyl or phenyl .  Phenyl is a molecule of benzene, which has 6
aromos of Carbon and 6 of Hydrogen, to which a hydrogen atom has been replaced.  In the case, for example, in
diphenyl ether both phenyls are bridged with an oxygen molecule, which replaces a hydrogen in each benzene. 

dificultades
PLURAL DIFFICULTY DIFFICULTIES, complication, problem to perform or achieve something

difundirse
Spreading, reflexive verb form spread, spread, spread, spread through some means

diga algo
SAY SOMETHING order that is given to someone who is silent, either to check their state of health or because they are
voluntarily silent. 

dige o simpatica
DIGE OR SIMPATICA many errors .  First of all the word is DIJE , used in Chile and Bolivia : secondly it does not
constitute an expression, but they are synonymous and should be consulted separately (although it is understood
whether the word I said was intended to be disambigued); in third nice wears accent for being srujula and fourth, the
digital dictionary must enter the terms in masculine if they have decline of both sexes. 

digipack
DIGIPACK patented style of compact disc and DVD packaging produced by IMPAC Inc and sold later to Meadwestvaco
inc. 

digitopuntura
ACUPUNCTURE Shiatsu, Japanese technique that uses the same points and meridians of acupuncture to press with
your fingers for brief moments and achieve relief for different conditions by improving the flow of qi

dignatarios
PLURAL DIGNATARIOS OF DIGNATARIO .  See DIGNATARIO .

dijole
SAID MISSPELling by TELL , pronominal form of the indefinite past tense of the verb SAY

dike



Dike anglicism by lesbian, woman who likes to have sex and love affairs with other women. 

dildo
DILDO English word, today universal for artificial erect penis, plastic material for vaginal, clitorídea or anal sexual
stimulation. 

diluír
DILUTE Spelling error by DILUIR Introduce something that is possible to mix in a liquid or a gas to lower its degree of
concentration .

dimetilbenceno
DIMETILBENCENO Is an aromatic hydrocarbon.  Its formula is C6Ha ( CH3 ) 2 ES a benzene with 2 methanol radicals
arranged in 3 different isomers.  the goal, ortho and paraxilene.  This brings complications at the time of cracking since
its boiling temperatures are very similar the ortho at 144o the target at 138o and the stop at 138o Xylenes are good
solvents.  They are part of many gasoline fuel formulations where they stand out for their high octane index.  They are
important starting products in the obtaining of the tthalic acids, which are synthesized by catalytic oxidation.

dimputación
DIMPUTATION Spelling Error by DIPUTATION Position of Deputy 2 .  Duration of charge 3 .  Locality that is
represented by an MP. 

dinerillos
DINERILLOS in Spain : colloquially money .  It may be textual , little money , but it can also be an irony and it is a large
amount

dingos australianos
AUSTRALIAN DINGOS see DINGO

dink
DINK anglicism from the acronym of Double Income No Kids; marriage or stable couple who wants to have fun and not
have children. 

dinka
DINKA ethnicity and language of the inhabitants of both Nile banks in South Sudan.  It's almost 5. 000 . 000 people,
about 18% of Sudanese. 

dinstinto
DINSTINTO ortographic error for DISTINTO, different, other, another Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can
be diferente, otro, different, another, other

dios la bendiga
GOD THE BENDIGA farewell expression that manifests the desire to see the person referred again.  In some
civilizations or cultures, especially Eastern and indigenous, it is avoided to say goodbyes because it presumes that it
could be for the last time and makes use of such phrases. 



diógenes
DIOGENES who disengaged lives socially and uninteresting for his personal presentation or material goods.  It occurs
more frequently in elderly suffering from mental illness.  Referencing the Diogenes the cynic, Greek philosopher who
lived and promoted the frugal and ascetic life.

direccionado
ADDRESSED past participle of the verb ADDRESS Address, direct, guide

direct message
DIRECT MESSAGE Anglicism by DIRECT MESSAGE is the way to send a private message from one user to another,
via Instagram for example

dirigidas
FEMALE DIRECTED , plural of DIRECTED , participle of the verb DIRECT , guide , command .  2 .  Address.  3 . Route

dirigirse a alguien
DIRECT TO SOMEONE Expression that indicates the action of expressly telling a person something.  Dedicate a
speech to a specific person

dirt track
DIRT TRACK anglicism meaning dirty track, garbage track; it is thus designated to the race tracks that are made of
earth or clay and make up an oval.  They are generally used for fine blood horse or motorcycle racing. 

discolisis
DISCOLISIS injection that is placed inside the PULPOSO CORE of some material or application, such as electricity or
heat, in order to reduce the volume of the disc material. 

disconfort climático
DISCONFORT CLIMATIC physiological state, caused by an abnormal exchange of heat between the human body and
the environment

discos
DISCO plural DISCS

discólisis
DISCOLISIS (percutaneous) is an alternative traration to treat herniated discs.  Ozone is injected into the intervertebral
disc. 

discrasia sanguínea
BLOOD DISCRASIA significant qualitative or qualitative alteration of blood forms (red blood cells, white blood cells or
platelets) 

discriminaciones
DISCRIMINATION PL .  of DISCRIMINATION



discriminados
PLURAL DISCRIMINATED DISCRIMINATED OF DISCRIMINATED that is considered inferior on ideological grounds,
gender, physical condition, age, race or sexual orientation

discurso de odio
Dialectical HATE SPEECH or doctrine that promotes phobia and discrimination towards some human group. 

diseñador -ra fetiche
DESIGNER FETISH women's clothing designer who dresses exclusively a diva

diseñador fetiche
DESIGNER FETICHE Fenenino costume designer who is hired exclusively to dress up a diva : Audrey Hepburn had
Givenchy, Lady Di had Catherine Walker. 

disfrutna
ENJOY TYPING ERROR by ENJOY

disfrutón
ENJOY PERSON who likes to enjoy life, with luxuries, without ties and, if possible, working as little as possible. 

disfuncionalidad
DYSFUNCTIONALITY quality of malfunction, of having some anomaly in the natural behavior.  A dysfunctional child is
the one who has to assume responsibilities as an adult, for example, assisting as a mediator in conflicts between their
parents. 

disgregados
PLURAL DISGREGATED SEPARATED , disjointed, distanced, remote .

disgustados
DISGUSTED plural OF DISGUST THAT is annoying, angry

disidenta
DISIDENT WOMEN'S DISIDENT, a person who disagrees, who disagrees and opposes

disinergia
DYSINERGY Any alteration of muscle coordination is, medically, designated as a dysinergy, or a lack of energy to move
a muscle properly.

disistruccion
disistruccion is incorrectly written and should be written as disinstruccion or ( best ) desinstruccion being its
meaning:<br>delivery and information dissemination false intentionally

disminuído



REDUCED DECREASED, DWARFED, REDUCED 2 .  depressed, weak, with poor health

disneyficar
DISNEYFICAR convert to Disney style, as stratifying is forming strata, or building is building building(s).

dispositivo médico
MEDICAL DEVICE of Medical device.  Although it is universal in character, and the definition will fit that of many but
every country in the world, I will put what Chilean law says: Any instrument, apparatus, application, material or article,
including software, used alone or in combination and defined by the manufacturer to be used directly on humans,
provided that its main planned action on the human body is not achieved by pharmacological means , immunological or
metabolic, although such means may be available to their function; for the purpose of diagnosing, preventing, monitoring
or relieving a disease, damage or disability; replacement or modification of the anatomy of a physiological or conception
regulation process. 

disrumpir
DISRUMP CAUSE disruption , alter , cause disorder in untimely form .

distintas
DIFFERENT plural fem of DISTINCT[/] , different , unequal

distópico
Unwanted imaginary DYSTOPIAN.  DYSTOPIA is the inverse to the somewhat imaginary UTOPIA that is non-existent
and ideal.  Dystopian Luedo is imaginary but bad, undesyed. 

distracciones
Plural DISTRACTIONS of DISTRACTION, fun

distrave
DISTRAVE See DISTRAVES

distraves
DISTRAVES Santandereana company dedicated to the production and marketing of proteins and chicken derivatives.  
They have extended their range to beef and pork proteins.

distribuidas
DISTRIBUTED f .  pl.  of the part .  Pas.  of the verb DISTRIBUTE , to distribute

disyuntor termomagnético
TERMOMAGNETIC DISYUNTOR automatic fuse that jumps with abnormal variations in temperature or electric current
flow. 

ditrisio
DITRISIO Lepidoptera in which the duct in which the male deposits the spermatophore during copulation is connected to
the bursa copulatrix by a channel separated from the vestibulum into which the cloaca flows.  In simple, copulation is



done by one hole and ovulation by another. 

diuria
DIURIA 1 .  f .  Frequent diuresis during day 2.  Place in Uttar Pradesh, India.  3 .  Suffix of various organic components
such as methylene diurea C3H8N4O, or lminoethylen diurea C6H15N5O2.  Not to be confused with DYSURIA, which is
painful urination of urine.  Not to be confused with PIURIA which is the urination of pus in the urine, derived from a
serious infection in the nephrouriary system, probably in the kidneys.  An excessive increase in urine volume is called
POLLAKIURIA and is due to other underlying diseases to be treated, such as diabetes mellitus. 

divas
DIVAS pl . of DIVA, a prominent woman who stands out above her peers and is treated like a celebrity. 

diversificada
DIVERSIFIED 1 .  It has made varied or diverse a thing that was unique or uniform 2.  Have expanded the assortment of
goods that are purchased or sold in order to increase sales or clientele.  Diverse or varied.

diversos
DIVERSOS plural of DIVERSO , varied

divertidas
DIVERTIDAS feminine , plural of FUN , participle of the verb DIVERTIR ( SE ) 2 .  entertaining, which produces fun. 

divisa paralela
PARALLEL CURRENCY foreign exchange currency circulating as an alternative to trade or make transactions,
especially when the local currency ceases to have value and becomes volatile. 

división sintética
SYNTHETIC DIVISION algebraic method to divide a polynomial function by a binomial of the form x - c .  This allows, for
example, to find the quotient and the remainder by dividing the polynomial by x - c.  Using the factor theorem also allows
to find the factors and zeros of a polynomial. 

divorsio
DIVORSIO aberration for divorce

divortium aquarium
DIVORTIUM AQUARIUM from the Latin 'divorce, separation of the waters'; is the dividing line between two contiguous
watersheds.           .    . 

dixit
DIXIT adjective form of diksha which in Sanskrit means knowledge provider .  Dixit means the one that has been started.

día d
DAY D derived from the crucial D-Day of the start of the Allied landing on the beaches of Normandy, the beginning of
the counter-offensive and the final defeat of the Nazis.  A critical moment is called in a program, project, campaign, or



action plan, on which overall success or failure depends. 

dígase
SAY Imperarive reflective form of the third person verb SAY ( SE ) 

díjole
GIVE IT A reflexive form of the indefinite past tense of the verb to say

djish
DJISH See GUISH

doblados
SOBLADOS Part .  Past pl .  bend, fold

doble cara
DOUBLE FACE that has two faces.  2 .  Figuratively, it is ambiguous, you have two different physonomies or attitudes. 
3 .  Said of a person : that it is false, unreliable.

doble check
DOUBLE CHECK anglicism derived from double check, double tick or double confirmation sign in a list of activities,
objects or subjects 2.  Action of rechequear or review an activity or an existence

doble ciego
DOUBLE CIEGO Masking technique in research in which the patient, as well as the researcher/doctor, does not know
the group to which it has been assigned, that is, both do not know what type of treatment the patient will be exposed to.

doble ciudadanía
DOUBLE CITIZENSHIP led some people from being recognized as right-handed citizens, simultaneously, to two (or
more) countries.  This usually happens because some countries (europeans foundably) are governed by the legal
principle IUS SANGUINI, according to ancestral nationality, while the rest of the world does so by that of IUS SOLI, that
is, according to the place of birth.  In other cases, migrants residing for several years in another country, manage to
obtain this new nationality, without losing the original.  A third case is transfer by grace. 

doble grado
DOUBLE GRADE is the simultaneous university degree in two different careers pursuing a single. 

doble match point
DOUBLE MATCH POINT In tennis, a situation where a player has two chances to win the match, by winning one of the
next two balls to play. 

doble nacionalidad
DOUBLE NATIONALITY condition that some people have to have two (or more) passports for being recognized as
connationals of two (or more) countries simultaneously.  The vast majority of cases are given by two possibilities : 1 . 
that the person is the child of parents from countries with IUS SANGUINI legislation but who was born in a country with



IUS SOLI legislation, or vice versa and 2 .  Immigrants who are nationalized but that local law allows them to also
maintain their nationality of origin. 

doble sentido
DOUBLE FEEL word or expression that can be understood figuratively or strictly or literaryly.  Resource widely used by
comedians and those who like ironies

doble título
DOUBLE TITLE (already defined above) 1 .  Alternative offered by some universities that are allied with others of greater
prestige and wingspan.  You start at one and from a certain level you end up in the superior, which validates the
previous studies, and so you have the degrees of both academic institutions.  2 .  In boxing, be the champion of two
different boxing associations.  The four main ones are the World Boxing Association (WBA), the World Boxing Council
(WBC), the International Boxing Federation (FIB/IBF) and the World Boxing Organization (WBO). 

doblista
DOBLISTA Tennis or pingpong player who makes up a duo and competes as a couple

doctrina filosófica
PHILOSOPHICAL DOCTRINE Set of opinions regarding the human being and its essence held by a person

docuserie
DOCUSERIE television format that tracks a particular character or group in various chapters or episodes; and that uses
audiovisual techniques of the documentary genre as well as the television series genre. 

docushow
DOCUSHOW dramatic production for film or television that with dramatic techniques deals with real facts typical of the
documentary genre.  In television, the docushow has its origin in reality television programs Its rise has made them
classify in 3 categories: 1 pure docushow: live drama 2.  Partial Docushow: drama represented by those who lived it and
3 .  Fictional Docushow: creation .  . 

dog friendly
DOG FRIENDLY friendly with dogs.  It could be a label of a canine injection or other medicine. 

doglover
DOGLOVER Anglicism by DOG LOVER

dojo
DOJO ample and unoccupied space designated in Japan for meditation exercises or practice of modern martial skills.

dolarizar
DOLARIZAR convert a debt or local currency account to dollar value

doler profundamente
DOLER DEEPLY Suffer a huge sorrow, like the death of a son, being abandoned by someone who loves each other.  It



refers to emotional, non-physiological, suffering. 

dollar
Dollar term of Germanic origin .  There was a time when America had become independent and there was a discussion
about whether the official language should be German, which had become popular for immigration.  Finally it was
decided to keep the English The German currency was the taler that in English was pronounced daler, from where that
name was kept as official.  Thaler or taler is one of the great silver coins minted in the states and territories of the Holy
Roman Empire and the Habsburg Monarchy in the modern era.  Thaler is short for Joachimsthaler, because the original
coin was produced in Joachimstal, Bohemia, from 1518. 

dolor agudo
ACUTE PAIN suffering concentrated at a point of the body and of maximum intensity. 

dolor de huevos
PAIN OF OVA Discomfort in the testicles .  In Chile : Figuratively, anguish : This demand gives me egg pain.  In Costa
Rica is a delicate person and in Nicaragua : Annoying, annoying, daring person

dolorem ipsum
DOLOREM IPSUM Latin phrase meaning pain itself In the graphic and advertising world LOREM IPSUM is used, a fill
pseudotext. 

domadores
Plural DOMADOR TAMERS[/E- Person who domesticates wild animals

domésticos
DOMESTIC PLURALS 1 .  Homemade, local 2 .  National

domiátim
declension of the word dominari, governed, governing, master

domisanitarios
DOMISANITARIOS , plural of domisanitary, dome house and health, belonging or related to health .  Substances or
preparations intended for cleaning, washing, odorizing, deodorization, hygiene, disinfection or disinfection, for use at
home, and/or public and/or private collective environments.

domotización
DOMOTIZATION action and effect of DOMOTIZAR, provide a house, intelligence building.  Apply DODOTIC

donativos
gift given to any person or institution.  It can also be made to a fictional or immaterial body as a virgin, a saint, a god.

doncellas
DONCELLAS pmural by DONCELLA



dongerous
DONGEROUS spelling error by DANGEROUS, English word meaning dangerous, and it comes from DANGER, danger.

donnadie
DONNADIE a person with no social value, who has achieved nothing in life

donzo
DONZO neologism and anglicism by Done, ready comes done, done.  The zo ending, in English, is something that
young people add at the end of words, with no greater meaning. 

doodle
DOODLE 1 .  Anglilicism by doodle or graphic monkey.  2 .  application that allows you to generate videos very easily
based on cartoons.  3 .  Name that Google put to its logo, and that usually changes it to commemorate some ephemeris.

dormante
DORMANT FRENCH DORMANT INACTIVE

dormise con los laureles
SLEEPING IN THE LAURELS (and not WITH ) expression used when someone achieves something important and then
relaxes or carelessness, and stops striving, usually losing the privileged position they had obtained. 


